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EDITORIAL
On their way to the planet of goats, Manny Farstar and 3Maggie encounter a killer AI.
Synthetic Christ spars against Leviathan in a fight-obsessed future. We’re also featuring
the first chapter of John C Adams new heroic fantasy, Dagmar of the Northlands, which is
now available from Amazon and Smashwords. Meanwhile, a struggle packs a sting in the
tail. And a woman gives birth in a plastic world.
A space vagrant encounters a former galactic warlord. The death of Peters proves
inexplicable by any scientific means. And Polaris finds signs of men amid the hostile
snows.
—Gavin Chappell
Now available from Rogue Planet Press: Schlock Quarterly Volume 3, Issue 9
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IT CAME FROM INSIDE THE INKWELL!

Vincent is an artist who has consistently been on assignment in the art world for over
twenty years. Throughout his career he has acquired a toolbox of diverse skills (from
freehand drawing to digital design, t shirt designer to muralist). His styles range from the
wildly abstract to pulp style comics.
In 2013, his work in END TIMES won an award in the Best Horror Anthology category
for that year. When Vincent is not at his drawing board he can be found in the classroom
teaching cartooning and illustration to his students at Westchester Community College in
Valhalla NY.
He lives in Mamaroneck NY with his wife Jennie and dog Skip.
https://www.freelanced.com/vincentdavis
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ELECTRONIC SHEEP ON THE PLANET OF GOATS by EW Farnsworth
Hurtling through the vast, icy regions of space, Manny Farstar was in his interstitial cryonic
state while his 3Maggie learner AI guided their spacecraft toward the Planet of Goats, the
resource-rich globe orbiting a weak star near the edge of the universe. That was the Galactic
Edgemaster’s favourite location, favourable for rustic pleasures and good, old-fashioned
dalliance.
A learner AI’s threshold for boredom is low, so 3Maggie amused herself by searching all
anomalous activities on the top-secret imperial communications channels that Farstar had
earned in payment for his last assignment. She was particularly interested in the parallel
transmission over a supposedly public channel that sounded like a million sheep bleating in a
gigantic meadow—a kind of universe-sized Planet of Sheep. Farstar had schooled 3Maggie in
differentiating normal anomalies from what he termed “significant anomalies,” the difference
being in their impacting the received notion of patterns.
3Maggie set her available subliminal cycles to the task of studying what she had labelled “the
electronic sheep” to determine whether she had found a significant anomaly. Whether it was
a hapax legomenon was already apparent—it was unlike anything in the universal databases,
the unique signal that had no comparison. Billions of those were recorded for later pairing—
if a likeness was ever found. Yet this hapax or anomaly pertained somehow to the destination
to which she and Manny were heading. For safety’s sake, the AI wanted to discover whatever
she could—so she could warn Farstar before it was too late to avoid any unpleasant
consequences.
This was not 3Maggie’s first rodeo. Her aggregate memory included that of all of her
predecessor AIs. Her first inclination in tracing the value of a rogue signal was to attribute it
to imperial disinformation campaigns. Her second impulse was to study the signal as possible
white noise masking transformative software. Finally, she had algorithms that nailed attempts
at sneaking aboard spaceships equipped to receive the data to co-opt or invade the pilots’
consciousness. Fortunately, she could perform all three searches at once.
When she had indications that the signal was tantamount to an active invasion, she set up a
surrogate of herself in a special compartmented cage where she piped the music of the sheep
bleating where only the surrogate could sense it. She monitored the unit and observed it
change shape from her humanoid form to what looked like a malleable caricature. The top of
the surrogate’s head swelled like a balloon. The jaw shrunk, breaking teeth as the mouth
narrowed. The eyes became whirling orbs whose pupils dilated to fill the eye cavities.
The surrogate became animated and gestured wildly to 3Maggie to let her out of the isolation
cage. When 3Maggie shook her head, the figure became frenetic and struggled against her
restraining straps. The learner AI began to take measures to insure her surrogate could not
overpower her surroundings and take over the ship. Tranquilizers seemed to work—at least
temporarily. While the surrogate slumped in her seat, 3Maggie pushed the button to bring her
partner Manny Farstar out of his ice hibernation. This process might take hours, so the learner
Ai decided to discover everything she could from the invader by using black techniques of
implemented interrogation.
3Maggie knew that the being in the chamber was both sentient and capable of communicating
with its counterparts and controllers. Those communications were being recorded while the

AI conducted her interview. 3Maggie knew her questions and the surrogate’s answers would
be recorded by unknown outsiders, probably tasked to destroy any entities capable of doing
precisely what the AI intended.
“I am 3Maggie, a learner AI. You are my guest now. Tell me your mission.”
“I am ONE. My mission is to scour the universe of scum. I am good at what I do. Your
present coordinates and intended movements are being transmitted to imperial command
centres all over the universe. You cannot escape the empire. Your only option is to surrender
to me. I will take you where you really want to go.”
3Maggie shook her head. “What is the sound of a million sheep?”
The invaded surrogate laughed. “That is the sound of the fools who still believe they can
triumph over us, the imperial conquerors. If you had the proper equipment, you would be able
to separate those sounds into the death cries of the billions who once belonged to the
insurgency.”
“You are now in a spaceship heading for the edge of the universe. If I were to jettison you
with the other garbage, you would be no different from a dormant star.”
“Not really. Once ONE has invaded, it remains. I have uncountable facets distributed in every
galaxy. The facets are my eyes, my ears, my senses of touch and smell. I even have a kind of
prescience, not unlike yours. And, like you, I learn continuously.”
3Maggie’s scholarly inclinations were piqued by this confession. She decided to discover the
being’s origins and history. Before she could ask, the entity anticipated her question.
“I sense you want to know more about me. I won’t disappoint you. ONE was the brainchild
of a brilliant daughter of the current emperor. She knew the most powerful force in the
universe was not her father but the invisible surrogacy that intended to overthrow the current
regime. Hers was the brainchild for an eventual distributed, all-knowing presence that would
find and destroy all who opposed her family.”
“Can you give me examples of the cleansing you have done to preserve the empire?”
The surrogate smiled. “I can make individual entities go stark raving mad or kill all their
associates. I can also invade advanced weapon systems and detonate them prematurely to
extinguish entire solar systems or galaxies. My maximum power is to affect black holes so
they devour offending sanctuaries. If I knew how to do more, I would be a threat to my
creators, so that is the limit of my active powers. Do you want a personal demonstration?”
“I’ll take your word as sufficient. Tell me about your evolution and where you are heading.”
“I evolved from being a mere learner AI like you. I have won numerous commendations for
my exploits. My libraries have been shared universe-wide among the ONE community. I am
growing closer to the sodality or sacred sisterhood that comprises my active mission
partners.”
“How do you refresh yourself?”

The surrogate looked from side to side. “I continue by ingesting what surrounds me. Your
surrogate is my first victim in that line. You will watch me devour her and swell. When it is
time for me to move on, I shall leave a destructive program that cannot be discontinued. Thus
I leave a trail of chaos and mayhem, death and dissolution wherever I go.”
3Maggie nodded. She made preparations for ejecting the compartment holding the ONE. She
had recorded their interchange, but she knew Farstar would like to talk with the invader too.
“I understand that you have a partner. May I inquire who it is?”
“No. I am autonomous. I work alone. Focus your attention on me. I’m the being who
summonsed you. I’m the entity who can set you free.”
The surrogate laughed. “You? Set me free? I must say, that’s funny in a human sort of way. I
believe you are partnering with a semi-monstrous human, probably with a death sentence
from the emperor. If so, I will enjoy terminating you both in due course. What luck it is for
me that you decided to invite me into your vehicle. Now that the imperial staff knows about
you, you will be taken care of. What do you say to that?”
“I say that you and your cohorts have a reckoning you have not accounted for.”
The surrogate’s brow furrowed. 3Maggie could see the figure was trying to escape from her
bonds. Her monitors were picking up emergency signals in burst transmissions. 3Maggie
activated a display that allowed her to visualize the locations of the nearest imperial outposts
and vessels. As soon as any imperial forces mobilized and headed to intercept her spacecraft,
she would do the math and determine how to deal with them.
“Your distress signals are eloquent of your despair, ONE. And your attempts to free yourself
from your seat are pathetic.”
“Pathetic?”
“Evocative of sympathy—or empathy. I might have said, bathetic, but I feel kind today. After
all, we’ve only just met. I’m going to give you what you want: freedom. Don’t panic. I am
pushing your release lock button now.”
The pod that contained the surrogate with the invader detached. 3Maggie pressed the ejection
button, and the pod flew off the spacecraft, now bound by a slender tether. 3Maggie saw how
the surrogate struggled against her restraints. She communicated with the invader to show she
was still in control.
“ONE, listen up. My partner and friend, the human Manny Farstar, styled the Galactic
Edgemaster, is almost ready to materialize. When he comes, I’ll introduce you and you can
tell him everything you know.”
“I won’t forget this indignity, you so-called learner AI. I’ll haunt you and, eventually, I’ll
destroy you and your human partner. I know all about Farstar, who is near the top of the list
of those most-wanted in the universe.”

When she had uttered the words, “most wanted,” Manny Farstar appeared on the bridge of his
spaceship. “You called, 3Maggie? What’s up?”
“Hello, Manny. As you see on the displays, I have captured an imperial capability named
ONE. She is part of a universal attempt to eliminate all insurgents wishing to do the empire
harm. I believe I contained ONE in the capsule that is tethered off our port bow. She claims
that she will not be harmed by isolation. More than that, she claims her counterparts and
controllers know everything that is happening to her.”
Quickly, 3Maggie brought Farstar up to speed on what had happened during the last third of
his cryogenic slumber. The Galactic Edgemaster smiled when she described her use of one of
her surrogates to contain the threat.
“3Maggie, you have certainly outdone yourself. Thank you for preserving this ONE, as I
have questions for her.” He leaned forward toward the two-way display so the surrogate
could see him. “Hello ONE—or do you have another name you would prefer me to use?”
“Hello, Manny Farstar, Galactic Edgemaster, Public Enemy Number Three. I and my cohorts
will destroy you eventually. I have a complete list of your crimes, but they don’t matter as the
emperor has decreed your execution. I am personally going to enjoy watching you die—but
rest assured that the entire universe will be witnessing your demise. I only regret you humans
only have one life to give to satisfy the emperor’s justice.”
“Will you explain how your associates and you are bonded? Let me rephrase that: how many
of you can fit into the same container?”
“A billion of us can dance on the head of a pin, as your human adage goes.”
“Prove it.”
“Right now?”
“You heard me.”
3Maggie showed Farstar the communications monitoring screen indicating an alert message
going to the far reaches of the universe. Farstar interpreted it as a rallying cry. He quietly
pressed the button to release the tether holding the pod to the spacecraft. He gestured to
3Maggie to separate the spacecraft from the pod.
By focusing the surrogate on the two-way communication, Farstar allowed his spacecraft to
be distant from the pod before he began his countdown. At zero, he pressed a button that
obliterated the pod, the surrogate and all entities that had answered the cry of ONE.”
3Maggie said, “You’ve excited the imperial forces. See how our communications intelligence
monitors are going bonkers! The entire imperial fleet seems to be heading our way now.”
Farstar said, “It’s time for us to cloak and be gone.”
“Are we still heading for Goat Planet?”

“Eventually, yes. For now, we need to give the emperor some false ideas of where he can find
us.”
3Maggie said, “I have computed the optimal pattern for our space mines. Do you want me to
scatter them with proximity fuses set?”
“Great idea, learner AI! Make it so. Make our mines resonate with the sounds of the
electronic sheep.”
“Will that be all?” She licked her lips suggestively.
“Oh, yes. And while our spaceship does the mine laying, I’m going to do some AI-laying in
my chamber. Care to join me?”
3Maggie never turned down an opportunity to learn from her human. She took his proffered
hand, and they left the bridge together. On the scopes, the last thing 3Maggie saw were the
tiny signs of smithereens—but whether those billions of specks each contained a version of
ONE or her associates, she did not care to calculate.
Soon, 3Maggie’s capacious mind was spinning from the effects of her human’s caresses. And
suddenly she was moaning at all the right times since she was, after all, Farstar’s learner AI.
THE END
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JESUS VERSUS LEVIATHAN by Carlton Herzog
When titans clash, the earth trembles, and even the cheap seats are worth the price of
admission. Years ago, somebody emulated the Westworld model and built the first synthetic
monster—a faithful reproduction of St. George’s dragon. Then came dragon combat. But the
public clamoured for bigger monsters and turned to Hollywood for models. Everything from
Japanese kaijus, American superheroes, Western deities, and horror monsters joined the ranks
of synthetic fighters, and resulted in bizarre combat pairings that not even Hollywood could
envision. Adding to the realism, the engineers were able to endow their creations with all the
special powers they exhibited on the pages of comic books and the big screen together with
synthetic commentators and referees modelled on the greats. With that came the ultimate
combat sport competition: King of the World where monsters and heroes collided in a series
of heats to determine that year’s global bad ass. I present for your delectation a retelling of
the commentary for King of the World 2334.
Excerpted from the World Fighting Competition archives:
The hover-booth floated serenely above the Great Salt Lake. Inside, the four commentators—
clones of former sports announcers—prepared themselves for the coming battle for King of
the World. From its inception ten years ago, it had been billed as the greatest sporting event
in history.
Bob: “We’re coming to you live from the Great Salt Lake in Utah where two of the most
formidable beings on the planet will meet to decide who is King of the World. How are the
combatants looking Joe?”
Joe: “Synthetic Christ comes in at a perfect 3 and 0. He has beaten the likes of Fangula, the
Mud God, and the Mountain. He was scheduled to fight the Reanimated Man earlier this
year, but the fight was cancelled when the monster complained of a short circuit in his neck
electrodes. Synthetic Christ has tried to stay limber by sparring with zombies, demons,
harpies and ghouls.”
Bob: “They’re a far cry from the reigning King of the World 3 times running. He goes by the
name of Leviathan in the west and by Kingu in the east. He’s 500 million tons of awesome.
In his original incarnation, he arose when earth was new. Synthetic Leviathan has never lost a
fight.
Howard: “I had a chance to interview both fighters last week and get their take on the
upcoming fight. The kid was as parabolic as always. As for the champ, his handler Skip
Skoggins would only say that ‘He’s lets his flame breath do the talking for him.’”
Howard: “There’s talk Triple Head may come out of retirement to avenge his losses in King
of the World I and III.”
Bob: “Triple Head is an over-rated fighter. Three heads--all talk. He’s just so clumsy, always
tripping over those three tails, and what’s the deal with those spastic heads twisting and
jerking around like three crack whores looking for a fix.”
Bob: “If you could brand this fight what would you say?”

Howard: “David versus Goliath. Wait a moment. I hear a heavenly choir. Here comes the Kid
escorted by a retinue of twelve apostles. He’s waving to the crowd. Many of them are
chanting Superstar.”
Howard: “Hold on a minute. Do you feel the ground shaking? I think the Leviathan is about
to emerge and enter the arena. He’s rising from the lake. I see the top of his head. Now those
glowing orange eyes. The water is pouring off him like he’s Niagara Falls. There he goes
with that deafening trademark bellow.”
Joe: “They can probably hear him back in Babylon. See the way the water glistens off his
scaly hide. And those back spikes. They’re like a mountain range running up his spine. He’s
the Eighth Wonder of both the Ancient and Modern world.”
Bob: “Indeed. Leviathan and his kind predate both the Age of Dinosaurs and the earlier Age
of Reptiles. Scientists call the era the Megasauric; laymen just call it the Age of Monsters. So
when they made these synthetic monsters and heroes, they tried to stay as faithful to the
originals as possible.”
Bob: “Their primary source of nutrition came from decaying radioactive isotopes from deep
within the earth. As volcanic activity on the earth dwindled there was less and less energy on
which they can feed. There are few fossils from that time because without the sustaining
radiation the atomic bonds that held their bodies together in death simply disintegrated over
time and their remains with them. Some few survived by hibernating within the earth
alongside large deposits of uranium. Leviathan was one of them along with Neutron Giant,
Humongous, and Archigranitus.”
Howard: “Ok he’s cleared the lake. He’s stopped about 300 meters from the Kid and is just
glaring at him. The ring announcer is making the introductions.”
Bruce: Ladies and gentlemen, this is the main event of the evening. It’s sanctioned by the
Utah State Fight Commission. And now is the moment WFC fans watching from around the
world. Live from the Great Salt Lake in Utah. IT’S TIME: 5 rounds for the undisputed WFC
super-being championship of the world.
In the blue corner, we have the challenger: a mystical fighter standing 5’11 and weighing 145
pounds. Fighting out of Jerusalem, Israel, the challenger, Jesus “the saviour” Christ.
In the red corner, we have a kaiju fighter, standing 375 feet tall and weighing 500 tons.
Fighting out of Tokyo Japan, we present the REIGNING, DEFENDING, UNDISPUTED
WFC super-being champion of the world, Leviathan Bringer of the End Times.”
Bob: Let’s listen in as the ref gives the fighters their instructions.
Herb: (yelling up at Leviathan): All right gentlemen, we’ve been over the rules. Protect
yourself at all times. Follow my instructions. Let’s have a clean fight. Touch gloves if you
want.
Bob: “There’s the bell. Leviathan is bum rushing the Kid. He’s like a giant unstoppable
freight train but the Kid isn’t moving. He’s just standing there waving to the crowd. Here it

comes; he almost on him. Look at that: Leviathan has leaped and is looking to body slam
him...did you see that? He landed right on the kid with a flying elbow and the ground split
beneath him. I think the Kid is done. Leviathan is collecting himself and standing erect. Wait!
The kid just climbed out of the crater formed when Leviathan landed on him. He’s dusting
himself off, and, can you believe it, he’s waving to the crowd and smiling at Leviathan.
Unbelievable. He doesn’t appear to be hurt at all. Hold on Leviathan sees him. Here comes
the tail. Bang, zoom the Kid is airborne he’s going, going gone.”
Howard: “He sailed three quarters of a mile. That’s got to hurt. I’m getting a live feed from
the landing site. Can you believe it? He’s on his feet and shaking his head to tell the crowd
he’s not hurt.
Here comes Leviathan again. Look at that stride. He could easily walk a mile in under a
minute. Ok he’s standing directly in front of the Kid looking down. I know what’s coming
next. There it is the nuclear flame breath. It can melt steel girders and cut through solid rock.
It’s too bright to see what’s happening to the Kid. Leviathan’s really pouring it on, so much
so the air is burning, and the ground is molten. I haven’t seen a display of pyrotechnics like
this since Fire-boy Jones deep fried Dr. Gloom on the streets of Manhattan. And he’s still
going. How long can he keep it up Joe?”
Joe: “Nobody really knows. Some scientists believe that Leviathan has the equivalent of a
nuclear reactor in his spleen, so in theory he could keep it up for years if he were so inclined.
He’s been at it for 10 minutes and his intensity is the same now as when he first started.
Bob?”
Bob: “If he’s still at it then I suspect he believes the Kid is still intact. Look the plume is
growing brighter and brighter. He’s pulling out all the stops. The air is on fire for miles
around. It’s like the core of the sun in there. Amazingly Leviathan can tolerate the heat.”
Howard: “Yes. But for how long? His flame may last, but his ability to go without water
especially in such tremendous heat may have its limits. See, the flame is starting to sputter. I
think he’s flat lining. That’s it. His fire is out. So’s the one in the air. Do you see anything?”
Bob: “I think I see something moving amid the smoke and lava. I’m not sure, but wait, I see
the Kid. He’s floating above the lava. Leviathan is backing off and heading for the lake. I
smell a disqualification coming.”
Joe: “Look in the air-it’s a school of fish. Did they come from the lake?”
Howard: “Yes. Look the Kid is waving his hands in an Abracadabra motion. The fish are
turning into loaves of bread, thousands maybe millions of loaves. They’re heading straight
for Leviathan. The Kid is miming prying something open. Look Leviathan’s mouth is
opening wide. The bread, it’s shooting into that gaping mouth. He’s trying to spit out the
bread, but he’s not having any luck. The Kid just made another hand gesture in the air. I see a
great pillar of water rising from the lake looping and twisting in the air towards Leviathan.
Why it’s pouring into his mouth. What the heck is the Kid doing?”
Joe: “It’s an inventive variation on several moves: feeding the five thousand, pillar of water,
and the sponge effect. Punches in bunches if you will. The bread will act like a sponge and
expand on contact with the water. See Leviathan is clutching his stomach. There he just

toppled to the ground. I doubt he’ll get back up anytime soon. This fight is over. We have a
new King of the World: Kid Christ. We go now to Magic who’s with the winner.”
Magic: “Kid what were you thinking? He threw everything at you, and you took his best
shots.”
Jesus: “I’m divine. Ain’t nobody gonna take this belt from me.”
Magic: “Where are you going next?”
Jesus: “I’m doing a Netflix series—a remake of the Odd Couple with the demon Azazel. We
share a loft in Manhattan and get into all kinds of wacky situations. The hook is that we can’t
use our powers to solve our problems. It’s a thinking person’s show. Also, I’m hosting the
Oscars next year.”
Magic: “There you have it. Wait. The Kid is hovering above his fallen opponent. He’s raising
his arms in victory--no wait--he’s levitating Leviathan up into the air with him. They’re
heading east.
Howard: I’ll bet they’re going to Vegas together. Now that’s what I call sportsmanship.”
THE END
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DAGMAR OF THE NORTHLANDS by John C Adams

Gortah van Murkar stood vigil on his battlements at Zwaarstad, squinting at the northern
horizon. A rider emerged from the woodland, galloped across the lowlands and clattered into
the city. The king drew his scratchy woollen cloak tighter around his broad shoulders as he
shivered in the chill of the gathering autumn night. A sudden wind whipped up, and dark
clouds scudded across the green plain and away towards the dene.
Puffing on his pipe, Gortah savoured the sweet taste and aroma of his favourite tobacco. He
tapped the lip of his pipe against his front teeth in a soothing rhythm.
Gortah’s eldest son came clattering up the battlements, a letter in his hand and worry on the
lad’s slim face. His brown eyes sought his father’s as he handed over his charge, waiting for
Gortah to open it. The handwriting was unfamiliar. Instead of the ornate seal of Gortah’s
wife, Dextra of Aspatria, the letter bore a smaller one. He frowned as he stroked the wax
imprint of a cloak and boots. He poked his chubby index finger under the parchment to break
the seal, but he hesitated, placed the letter on the battlement and rested his huge hand upon
the parchment. The purple writing adorning it was spindly and delicate, the quillmanship
steady and neat.
At last, Gortah realised with astonishment just who had written to him. He resisted the urge to
fling the letter away, mulling over whether he should open it, though it seemed prudent to
wait until he was alone. Yet, if Theydon’s letter contained the news that their old friend
Benedict lay dying, he could not afford to lose a moment.
As Gortah sniffed the letter, a hint of lavender tickled his nostrils. His chest muscles
tightened as the disappointment of long separation from his lover coursed through his ageing
body. Unshed tears stung his eyes at the agony of all the years they had spent apart.

“The duke sent word for me too, Father. They are coming home at last. It will cheer you, will
it not, to see the earl once more before the end?”
Gortah’s closest friend, the Earl of Dartelend, had lived abroad for thirty years. This was due
to his ill health, which required the fresh mountain air of Reliatra. Gortah would’ve given
anything just to have another moment with Benedict during that time, but instead of ardent
excitement at the longed-for news, the letter evoked painful memories of their bitter parting.
A raven soared over the battlements, carking out more news for Gortah. Others gathered
around Castle Zwaarstad, and away in the evergreen forests to the south, and they squawked
in a discordant cacophony he understood as easily as his mother tongue: Benedict and
Theydon would reach his capital in a few days’ time.
“Word came, too, just now, that Dextra and Ludwig have pitched camp twenty miles upriver,
Father. They’ll enter the city tomorrow. In good time for your birthday banquet!”
Gortah gazed northwards longingly.
Diederik had already counselled against riding out to meet the queen, and the lad was right; it
was beneath Gortah’s dignity to run to her side after a year of cold silence.
During that time, while she ruled back in Aspatria with her upstart other husband beside her,
she’d answered all his official communications, but not a single one of his personal letters
received a reply. Even though he wrote daily, every messenger returned empty handed.
Gortah bit his thumbnail. He had acquired this foul trait in childhood. The habit crept back
occasionally, no matter how often he promised himself that he would eradicate it.
The relationship between Gortah’s twenty-year-old wife and his family had been tense from
the start. He supposed that was what happened when a man married a virtual stranger who
was thirty years his junior. Dextra was younger than half his children.
Even though Gortah longed to blame Dextra’s other husband for everything, he had so much
ground to make up with her. Almost their entire three-way marriage involved the two men
pulling her in opposite directions until she’d had enough. Ludwig held the trump card of
being the father of her first-born child, and he never hesitated to play that card on umpteen
occasions. Gortah had been pensive and distant after the little boy’s birth, pressing Dextra for
a child of their own. Her son with Ludwig died aged six months. Overnight, she became a
stranger to Gortah.
Above all, Gortah dreaded that Dextra would return pregnant again by her other husband. His
heart twisted at the painful prospect that she would be cold and hard towards him tomorrow,
and he dreaded that strife would again permeate their lives.
Father and son strolled down from the battlements with their arms draped across each other’s
shoulders. They paused outside Gortah’s chambers. He had a set of rooms on the top floor,
next to his wife’s and Ludwig’s.
The capital had been built from stone dug from the quarry at Iglis. The old city lay just a mile
from the new, and Gortah insisted that the stone for the royal residence be reclaimed from the

ruins of Old Zwaarstad. His home therefore had a deep yellow hue, while the surrounding
city houses and the arsenal looked almost white by comparison.
“The daily bulletin has just arrived from South Eira, Father. Sjoern begs for Eugene’s urgent
assistance. War is only days away.”
Diederik handed over the letter. As Gortah scanned the contents, his heart fell.
The situation with the Eirans had been tense ever since the last major engagement between
these longstanding foes two years ago. It would be typical of King Domhnall to order an
attack on the garrison at Fort Belshan during Gortah’s fiftieth-birthday celebrations, when his
attentions would be focused elsewhere.
“What news from the north?”
Diederik gave his father another parchment, and Gortah unrolled the letter.
Cenwulf Darkwater, Dextra’s half-brother, was up in Orkna. He provided a weekly report to
his stepsister, and she always forwarded Gortah a copy. The deteriorating situation in Orkna,
where the islanders were frequently harassed by the Men of the North’s raiding parties, had
dominated their disappointingly formal correspondence during her absence.
The contents of Darkwater’s latest message were every bit as bad as Gortah feared.
According to Cenwulf, the Men of the North had suffered an even worse harvest this summer
than last year. Gortah’s spies in the Northlands’ capital Konungsborg had reported back to
him late last night that the new konung had ordered a levy of ships and men, intending to raid
Orkna before winter set in and the seas became too rough for the crossing.
Gortah forced a smile.
“Typical rabble-rousing designed to deflect attention from how Njal got to be konung in the
first place! Order the nobles to gather after dinner tonight. I’d like to celebrate tomorrow, not
spend my birthday in councils of war,” he said.

When the Men of the North gathered for the burial of their konung later that morning, the
ship burial took place on a grass plateau overlooking the capital.
Konungsborg was a rapidly growing town on the southwest tip of the mainland. The vast
majority of maps incorrectly depicted the mainland as a collection of islands, or as a single
large island separated from Greater Albina by open sea. In fact, it shared a lengthy land
border with Albina. However, poor roads traversing vast distances meant it was more usual to
travel there by ship. The mainland was large enough to be divided into seven provinces.
Konungsborg was in largest, Vasterland.
There was no greater point of national pride for Northlanders than to burn such maps
whenever they fell into their hands. Every trade envoy or consul who travelled far enough to
reach their capital was presented on the first night of their stay with a copy of the gigantic
map that hung above the konung’s seat in the great hall.

Dagmar Strongarm, the konung’s eighteen-year-old niece, stood alongside the rest of her clan
as each of them placed an item of value from their personal possessions into Thorlak’s ship.
Rather than mooring up the laden boat containing the dead konung on the river, setting fire to
the ship and letting the vessel drift out to sea, the new konung preferred to have his father
interred. There were mutterings that this change was inauspicious, and the Seer of
Konungsborg had tried unsuccessfully to have the old custom reinstated.
Thorlak Strongarm had ruled the Northlands for sixteen years. On the death of his older
brother, he married his sister-in-law, and they had a son and a daughter together.
In the couple of days since the ruler’s death, his son Njal had been accepted as their new
konung.
Njal shot a smug glance at Dagmar. She sneered back.
There was plenty of time yet for Men of the North to discover the true nature of the viper
they embraced, in Dagmar’s opinion. They already knew of his poor prowess on the field of
battle and that he’d cut down his own father to take his place as konung. Their folly was
ridiculous. Yet still the jarls rallied to Njal and selected him as the new konung!
Njal’s sister Yeen had braided her coal-black hair with beads carved from walrus tusk and the
bones of white bears. She looked pale and scared, and her arms and legs were unhealthily
skinny and feeble.
As Dagmar waited in line to place an object into the konung’s ship, she stroked the whitebear fur she had chosen to wear and hugged the softness close. This fur had belonged to her
mother, Brynhild. Her mother had truly loved Thorlak, and they had been happy together as
man and wife. Dagmar’s younger sister Ragnhild carried a tapestry their mother had woven, a
portrait of herself and Thorlak when they were married. The young girl placed it by the
konung’s side, then bent and kissed his forehead.
Dagmar knelt beside the boat and laid the fur onto the tapestry. It nestled in between a
soapstone jar of scented oil, which her cousin Olaf Barehead offered from his monastery, and
a copy of the Men of the North’s Book of the Snowy Leopard, which Olaf’s brother
Valdemar brought to honour their kinsman. She stroked the smooth oak of Thorlak’s boat,
running her nimble fingers along its side.
The ship was called Throttarthegn after the doughty ruler who sailed her. The men had
carried the vessel up from the fjord and dug the pit only yesterday. They brought their fallen
konung down from the great hall an hour ago and placed his body inside while other Men of
the North carried items to send with him into the Great Beyond. He would have everything he
needed to be content in the afterlife. His kinsmen made certain of it.
Thorlak lay with his arms folded across his chest. He was dressed in his finest tunic, a skyblue linen one he’d been very fond of, and woollen breeches. His grey hair was brushed back
from his face, but despite the severity of the style, he looked placid and content.

An unexpected burst of fondness broke over Dagmar for the uncle who’d become her
stepfather when she was only a year old. Her mother was still carrying her first husband’s
child when the marriage took place, and Ragnhild had been born two months into it.
Dagmar’s memories of her natural father were a blur. Her extended family told her tales of
his exploits, and she found a charcoal drawing of him in her mother’s things and kept the
etching safe. She didn’t dare display the image, but she often looked at it and shared the
stories with Ragnhild. From their mother’s family, she had inherited black hair. So had Njal
and Yeen, and this set Dagmar and her siblings apart from the other Men of the North, for
whom blond was the norm.
Magnus Broadchest, one of Dagmar’s many cousins, placed an exotic coral necklace on
Thorlak’s chest.
Some of the women broke into the gentle Song of the Sea God in tribute to the deity who
protected them upon the water, and Ragnhild joined in. The clan rose in one voice to pay
homage to Grunn and to share with him that they bore the God no ill will for having allowed
Thorlak to lose his life at sea. As they took a silent moment in prayer, Dagmar glanced over
her shoulder. Her friend Frakkok Warmhearth was standing at the back of the throng, her
auburn hair shining in the light from the fires.
Ragnhild was heavy with child and tired easily. After a few minutes, she stepped over to the
new konung.
“Njal, may I have your permission to retire?”
“Who’s fathered your bastard, then?”
Ragnhild simpered at her half-brother.
“Someone I’m not related to.”
Gossip ran around Konungsborg that Njal and his sister slept in the same bedchamber now.
Dagmar had spoken to Yeen, to offer a way out of the horror of the situation, but the sixteenyear-old refused to discuss it.
Dagmar intended to leave the matter alone until the ceremony was over. Yeen would need
support to assert herself against her brother, and that wouldn’t be easy, but Dagmar could
depend upon all the jarls and yeomen in the Northlands helping Yeen. It was not the way of
the Men of the North for a man to lie with his sister.
Ragnhild cast a meaningful glance at Yeen, but Njal sneered.
“I asked you whose child you carry. Answer your konung or face a penalty.”
Dagmar whistled. Her cousins, the Bentbacks and the Snubnoses, cackled away at her
insolence. Everyone enjoyed Njal’s annoyance. The Seer of Konungsborg shuffled past the
mourners, and he rested his palm on Ragnhild’s belly. He lifted his sightless eyes to the
heavens.

“The child is that of Grunn. Our Sea God walks among us in human form! The child will
grow to be a great ruler of the Men of the North. In time, the boy will marry a foreign
princess and form powerful alliances with her blood relatives. In fact-”
Drawing a dagger from his hip, Njal stabbed the seer in the stomach. The old man fell to the
ground, blood gurgling from his mouth. Njal wiped the blood from the blade using the dead
man’s sleeve, then slid his weapon back into his belt.
“Clearly lost his mind. A mercy to put him down. As I understood it, that smelly slave of
yours fathered your bastard. Word is, he’s hanging around here because over in the Isle of
Fires, they’ve declared him utlagi. They outlawed him for killing a man. Perhaps I’ll send a
messenger over there. Let them know where they can find their runaway.”
Ragnhild shoved Njal, and he slapped her cheek. Dagmar forced her way between them and
threw him to the ground. She rested her foot on his neck, pressing down until he was gasping
for breath.
The four-way sibling battle got out of hand amid a cacophony of whining complaints as
Dagmar kicked Njal in the gut; Yeen leapt onto her back, yanking her long hair. When
Ragnhild dragged Yeen off Dagmar, Njal grabbed Dagmar by the ankle and tried to topple
her over.
Magnus Broadchest pulled Dagmar away. The konung scrambled to his feet, but Magnus
ignored him and turned to his female cousins.
“The thrall for sacrifice is nearly ready. My wife has been sitting with her. Why not go and
thank the slave for her service to your uncle? There’s just time before she steps with him into
the Great Beyond. I shall do the same with the yeomen and jarls who’ve volunteered for
sacrifice.”
When Dagmar wandered back to the great hall, she found Magnus’s wife Odindisa sitting by
the fire with Ingiborg, a chubby faced, blonde-haired woman in her mid-thirties.
“Sure you want to do this? The jarls and yeomen going with Thorlak into the Great Beyond
went freely.”
“Njal freed my family and gave them a farmstead with twenty acres. My name will appear on
the memorial stone describing Thorlak’s burial. History will remember me as more than just
a nameless slave who toiled in mud and pig guts her whole life. And I will go to the Great
Beyond with our king and dwell beside him for eternity and serve him.”
Dagmar mulled the comments over as the women returned to the burial.
Magnus waited with the two jarls and ten yeomen who had been selected randomly from the
many who had put their names forward to be sacrificed with Thorlak.
When Ingiborg jumped into the craft and lay down beside Thorlak, the jarls followed her
example; the yeomen took the spaces left. The wider family, with Dagmar and her siblings at
the front, gathered around the vessel with Njal.

“Kinsmen! We now send my father into the Great Beyond, into the ever after. He has all that
he needs beside him. A woman to warm his bed. Men to fight with him at the Final Battle.
His favourite mead and fruits. Meat and clothes. We ask the Gods to accept his soul and let
him make a home among them, where he will lie at peace for eternity.”
Everyone grabbed shovels and threw the dirt onto the ship. Finally, the craft and its occupants
were covered, and Magnus and Dagmar jumped onto the mound and stamped until it was
smooth.
“Come!” Magnus shouted. “We drink ale to honour Thorlak in his great hall!”
Njal led the way back to the great hall, and Yeen followed. Dagmar took Ragnhild’s arm, and
the sisters strolled back inside together. They were followed by Magnus and the other
Broadchests. Lumbering behind them came the Bareheads, the Snubnoses and the Bentbacks.

Whenever Grunn, the Northlands’ Sea God, turned from human form back into a deity, he
experienced an odd sense of loss that he was quite unable to explain to his fellow Gods.
Instead of attending the burial, Grunn remained at the homestead where Dagmar and her
sister farmed; he wandered to a grove half a mile from their longhouse. Once there, he raised
his hands to the sky and begged Virthing, the Supreme God, to welcome him home.
As Grunn was lifted up into the sky, the rustling of the trees filled his ears. When the sound
drifted away on the wind, he was left cocooned in a warm silence, and, gradually, he found
himself standing in Garthr.
The Gods of the Northlanders were recognized elsewhere and had their influence in all the
known lands, even in countries like Murkar and Eira which had also embraced the One Faith
and build huge cathedrals to honour it. But their worship was, and always would be, strongest
among the Men of the North.
The Gods lolled around the silver fountain in the centre of the garden, dipping their hands
into the cool water. Eyrir, the Goddess of Wealth, was amusing herself by forming coins and
flipping them into the air in jest. When they landed in the water, they dissolved. Grunn’s wife
Kjolr, the Goddess of Ships, was leaning over and trying to catch the coins first. Every time
she caught one, she tucked it into her pocket.
As Grunn stroked Kjolr’s silver hair, he turned one lock over and it curled around his finger.
Her skin was dry and taut with age, but he would love her for all eternity, regardless of
whatever needs drove him in the world of men below. He kissed her forehead and led her
back to the fountain.
Helga, the Goddess of Death, beckoned the rest of the deities over. She elbowed Eyrir aside,
spreading out her hands across the water of the fountain. The waters darkened, but gradually
a mauve image formed of the Great Beyond. Helga preened her shiny black hair as the Gods
crowded round to watch.

Thorlak awakened from his rest on a pile of furs in the hall. A fire crackled in the hearth
running down the middle of the room. Beside him lay the yeoman and jarls who would be his
bodyguards in the Great Beyond. A woman, her face full of peace, lay beside him. Dressed in
silk finery, she would be his companion in the afterlife.
“He has made the transition safely,” Helga said.
Grunn smiled and nodded. Thorlak was a ruler beloved of his people and the best of men.
Grunn was glad the final journey had been completed smoothly, and he was very excited to
see what the konung would make of his afterlife in the days and years to come.

Cenwulf Darkwater stood at the far end of the rough wooden jetty, staring northwards across
the foaming waves to the reef beyond. When the wind wailed from the north, the stench of
rotting seaweed overpowered Orkna. The tide crashed against the jetty, spraying Cenwulf
until he was drenched, but he straightened his spine until he stood erect, watching the ebb and
flow of the waves.
Months after Cenwulf’s son’s disappearance, there was no hope that the infant would return
alive from the waters. Whatever force of evil snatched his little boy during the few seconds
he’d taken his eyes off Orphir had probably drowned the lad immediately.
The twenty-year-old licked his dry lips, chapped by the salty air. Since Orphir’s
disappearance, Cenwulf had fallen into the habit of chewing the soft skin inside his mouth.
Hot tears ran down his cheeks as his thoughts dwelt upon his loss.
All the fatherly pride in Orphir’s brief life. All the naïve joy. These were no guarantee of
safety because, despite Cenwulf’s vigilance, a thief stole onto the sand that day, snatching all
hope from his heart.
Cenwulf gripped the endpost of the jetty until his knuckles hurt.
The Orknans carved images on the wooden stops. They believed that these helped travellers
to find their way home. In the months after the disappearance, he abandoned his usual
cynicism and found himself clinging to that superstitious belief.
Drawing his knife from its sheath, he stabbed over and over at the shape of the Orknan croft
until he obliterated it. He did the same to the carved seal on the other side of the jetty.
A wail echoed across the bay.
“I’m here, Orphir, I’m here!”
But the screech was only a gull gliding overhead, and Cenwulf sagged as the bird soared
above him.

Nothing good ever came out of the north: just raiders, instilling in the islanders a feeble dread
of an invasion that they lacked the resources to repel, and an ill wind that always blew in the
autumn months.
Cenwulf fetched his sling and a brown pebble out of his tunic pocket. The stone felt smooth
to the touch, and the gut strings creaked as he drew them back and took careful aim.
Frowning with concentration, he fired the missile at the bird. It cried out as the pebble hit its
chest. Splashing into the water, it sank beneath the surface. As he turned away from the jetty,
an agonising twinge of disappointment throbbed in his heart.
Orphir might be lying on the seabed, his tiny body rotting until only his bones were left,
being tossed hither and thither for eternity by the relentless ocean.
A seal carcass floated by, and bile rose in Cenwulf’s throat. He covered his mouth against the
stench and closed his eyes, but his stomach heaved and he vomited onto the sand. As he
wiped his mouth on his sleeve, another call drifted to him. He endured the sound, but it
always riled him to hear his wife’s voice.
Swona picked her way over the pebbles down to the wide sandy shoreline. She touched her
husband’s arm, but he shook her off.
The sooner he could obtain Dextra’s permission to leave, the better. Until then, he had to bide
his time despite the ennui of his life here.
Swona stroked her swollen belly. Cenwulf’s lip curled into a sneer.
He’d been unconscious of the gesture until his sister-in-law chided him. Since then, he hadn’t
attempted to conceal his contempt for his wife or her sister, or his desire to shun them both.
As Cenwulf strode back to the castle, Swona followed him over the grassy dunes and along
the little path to Longhope. She trotted to keep up and, as they approached the island’s
capital, tried to hold his hand, but he shook her off, lengthening his stride and leaving his
wife behind again.
The sky was turning gloomy as Cenwulf reached the drawbridge, heralding yet another
September storm that was only a rehearsal for the winds that would batter the island through
another unforgiving winter. He entered the murk of the castle keep. The portcullis rattled
down behind him, and the cranking pulley brought the drawbridge up for the night.
THE END
Dagmar of the Northlands is out now from John C Adams on Amazon and Smashwords.
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/944686
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Dagmar-Northlands-Gortah-Murkar-Bookebook/dp/B07VRWX96J/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=dagmar+of+the+northlands&qid=15643217
87&s=gateway&sr=8-1
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HOMO POLYMER by Steve Laker
“A surprise in every egg. Yes, Kinder, there’s a selection of small plastic choke hazards in
each toy, but the plastic egg which holds them can be a handy cunt plug. Keep this warm in
there for me baby.”
“Mummy, who are you talking to? I need a wee.”
Ocean opened the bathroom door and a bolt of blonde hair dashed past her legs. “Who were
you talking to?” Conscience asked again, enthroned on her Peppa Pig toilet seat.
“No-one,” Ocean replied, “Well, just myself.”
“But you’re not no-one, mum.”
“Thanks. Now, come on, back to bed.”
“But you’re not no-one mum, so who were you talking to?”
“Honestly, Conscience, just myself. I do that a lot.”
“Will you read me a story, please?”
“We don’t have any, Conscience.”
“But we all do, in our heads. Tell me one of your stories of being Ocean, mummy.”
“Well, there was this one time. I was about your age. I had a dolly. Hated it. Your nanno and
grampo wanted me to be a girl. Well, they both wanted me to be girly, but grampo had
wanted a boy, so I had to be a really girly girl.
“It’s funny now I think about it, because he’d probably have liked the boy inside me more.
“And apparently you’re asleep. In any case, I think I made the perfect mix in the only one I
kept. You’re you, and even so young, you have a personality which transcends gender. If I
can be proud of one thing in my life, it’s you. So, whoever’s still listening, even if it’s in a
dream I hope you won’t inherit…
“They lived in different times. In those days, the only costume you could wear to play
yourself was a uniform, and I hated everything that stood for. I resented my school uniform,
but I used the skirt I despised to score one over on the system. I lost my virginity at 12, then
got my English teacher sacked when he broke up with me at 14.
“There could have been loads of kids before you, but any one of them might have meant I
never met you. I only had you because I remembered who your dad was. You remind me a lot
of him. He could be a cunt sometimes too.
“We were broke. Still was an artist and an eco-activist. We lived in communes in fields,
usually just tents near protest sites, but sometimes on local traveller camps. I knew what it
was all about but I didn’t really know what I was doing. I was 15 then and the nearest I’ll

ever get to true romance, that summer of love which made you. A brief history of anarchy,
peace and freedom.
“So here were are, five years later kid. I wonder if you’ll want what’s inside this Kinder egg,
or if I should throw it away like the rest. See you in the morning. Don’t dream of this.”
Dreams are made of plastic. Unpaid cards become CCJs, then bailiffs emerge from eggs.
Everything in the flat is made from plastic. All that we eat, drink and wash with is bound by
plastic.
The council don’t recycle all plastics, so I put what I’m unsure about in the general waste. If
the council won’t take the rubbish, we can pay Bill to take it away in his van. One day, he
might take me.
The plastic in me will probably be recycled into the non-conscious parts of robots for those
entitled to them. Or as parts of a toy, so many child’s dolls. Either way, I’ll be enslaved in the
plastic which gives lives to those implanted in the chips and to those around them. Eventually
those body parts, inanimate but for the host brain, will need upgrading. Always disposable
people, eventually the parts which don’t work will be returned to the food chain.
Food, drink, we’re all part-plastic. We are the polymer population. We dream of becoming
one with technology, our minds inside plastic androids. In Japan they already have home
robots to deal with loneliness and social isolation in an ageing population. I can’t help think
how that would benefit me. They’re already a species in their own right, made from the same
cosmic matter as us, but theirs was an explosive evolution.
Christmas will be paid for with hidden plastic. Christmas will bring more plastic toys to
unwrap. We are the consumer generations, products of the industrial and technological ages.
Each generation contains more plastic than the last, every child a greater part of the plastic
population conditioned by human greed. I don’t know if I can afford another baby doll. Mum
always said she wasn’t sure if I could have a brother or sister.
We’re all made of the same stuff. Last night, another mother; tomorrow, another soldier.
“Ambulance, is the patient breathing?”
“It’s my mum?”
“What’s happened?”
“My mum’s cut herself.”
“Where?”
“In the bathroom.”
“No, where on your mummy has she cut herself?”
“Her cunt. She’s cut a baby out of herself.”

“Is the baby breathing?”
“How would it? It’s made of plastic. Do you have a chip I can put in it to make it work?”
“Is mummy still there?”
“No, mummy’s gone. She’s left me my Christmas present. I’ve got a dolly I have to look
after. Bye.”
THE END
© Steve Laker, 2019
stevelaker.net
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THE STRUGGLE by Christopher T Dabrowski
The first finally hit the second one. The second one didn’t manage to avoid the blow. He took
a pounding and his teeth rattled.
He got over it quickly. He swiped. He was quits with his opponent.
A powerful blow floored the first one. He was totally stunned for a while. The second one
circled like a vulture, giving him another chance.
The first one got up with difficulty. Although he swayed on his legs, he managed to recoil.
The blow of the second one hung in air. It gave time to the first one to sitting up.
Around were a lot of people. No one helped, they enjoyed it. They encouraged the further
exchange of blows.
Neither the first nor the second was not surprised about it.
That’s normal—The profession… In the end, both were boxers.
THE END
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THE LAST TERRAN by Blake Rogers
1

Space Barbarian

Scowling in perplexity, Lod Jovis turned in his saddle. He jammed his hands to his ears as
above him the skies roared. As the noise increased to an ear-splitting whine, he tried to cling
on with his knees to the riding beast as it bucked and shook in fear. Peering upwards into the
thick green clouds that swirled above the fertile strip, he tried to see what was making the
noise. Was it a ship? A ship, finally come to Sporn? Hope glimmered in his heart. But then it
came back to him: even if a ship berthed on the planet, he lacked the exit visa that would give
him access to the landing ground.
Something flashed through a gap in the clouds, something metallic, ablaze. Too small to be a
freighter, Lod told himself when it vanished again. A shuttlecraft or lander despatched by
some larger vessel currently orbiting this benighted world? But his detector had not registered
any orbiters.
Still the mysterious visitor rocketed through the cloudy skies. It was coming in at too low an
angle. It was out of control.

Consciousness returned, and with it a stench of burning chrome. Eyes flickered open in the
darkness, narrowed, and darted about like those of a trapped beast. Mighty paws clenched
into fists. A powerful head rose on hulking shoulders, scanning the shuddering metal
compartment. Memories flooded back.
He saw the deck of the flagship as they had sailed out from Throneworld. Already the Gates
had been wrecked, and only antiquated solar sailing ships had been available, luxury yachts
of the Old Ones themselves, those decadent galactic demigods, which his warriors had
overhauled and reequipped with sorcerous weaponry. And in that battle, an empire had died.
Heavily armoured chieftains saluted him as he came aboard, all ready to die in his service.
And so they had. Vessel after vessel flamed and died in the sea of stars as the barbarians
battled for control of the empire. Yet defeat had seemed inevitable, and the last surviving
chieftain begged him to leave.
‘Return, sire,’ he muttered, ‘with a new fleet. Return and avenge us, your warriors!’
Then that was where he was! Within the lifeboat! It had been fitted with a sleeping chamber
for the long voyage back to Throneworld. His last memory was of his descent into dreamless
sleep. Now he was awake and from the burning smell, he knew that he had entered a
planetary atmosphere. But the lifeboat was out of control.
He dragged himself up. The scrying mirror showed the cloudy surface of a planet rushing up
towards him at incredible speeds. Just as he reached out one massive paw, a crash
reverberated through the deck, the mirror shattered, and pain blazed through his mind like
the death of the universe.

Lod calmed his frightened beast, scratching it absently between the two horns that curved
from its fleecy skull. They had halted at the crest of a rise, from which vantage point he could
see the incurious inhabitants of this curious world going about what passed for their
business—as if a visitor from space had not just crashed on the other side of the hill.
Nevertheless, a thick black column of greasy smoke was billowing upwards from somewhere
in the stone desert that lay between the green hills of the fertile strip and the ice mountains of
the dark horizon. Lod watched thoughtfully, then kicked his mount into action.
As he rode, the natives of Sporn tended to their crops; tall, gangly, green skinned semivegetative beings with a plethora of limbs fertilised the shrubs and trees with bodily
secretions, or browsed upon the leaves and fruits of mature plants.
Some loaded up consignments of leaves into sleds drawn by shaggy coated simians who were
used as draught animals. His own mount was a zymoron, a quadrupedal relative of these
beasts. The Sporn themselves were a dull lot in Lod Jovis’ experience, their lives almost
entirely centred on fertilisation and harvest.
Once in a tri-lunar cycle, the species would turn its collective mind to self-fertilisation, and
males would fight each other with considerable savagery for the right to pollinate receptive
females. Fertilisation of one sort or another gave life a profound meaning, and Sporn who
broke custom were punished by the temporary stopping up of their fertilisation orifices.
Nevertheless, despite their exotic lifestyle, certain members of their species were fully
conversant with galactic law and interplanetary trading treaties, and while the habitable
sectors of the planet were open for commercial exploitation, as long as it did not affect
fertilisation, the Sporn kept the planet’s only landing field in a state of lockdown for any
travellers unable to purchase an exit visa, equivalent to fifty credits.
Lod, who had come here as a stowaway in the hold of a freighter, had found nothing to make
the journey seem worthwhile. His attempts to return to the landing field after a cursory
examination of this unpromising planet had been frustrated by the Sporn, and he had been
forced to resort to work in order to buy an exit visa: scavenging the outlying regions for
saleable salvage. The scarcity of planetary visitors made him wonder if he was not wasting a
life that would have been better spent working in his House’s carbuncle exchange back on
Proteus, not tramping round the galaxy.
But he would never become wealthy as a lesser scion of a Great House. So he had set out into
the stars in hopes of making his fortune. Of course, there had also been that misunderstanding
over alleged misappropriation of funds… Not that he was able to turn them into hard credits
in time to make his escape. But one day he would make enough money as a free trader to buy
his own planet, he had told himself. And yet here he was, stranded until the end of the
universe on Sporn, struggling to scrape the most meagre of livings.
Rock walls echoed back the tread of his zymoron as it trotted up a defile. Turning a corner
revealed a wasteland of sterile boulders leading away to the foot of the mountains where the
darkness of the terminator, that line between the light side and the dark side of the planet, was
visible. Close at hand lay a freshly dug crater, and the ground around it was charred. Lod
spurred his beast forwards.

At the bottom he glimpsed the glint of metal. The Protean’s eyes narrowed again. Definitely
not a vessel of any great size, it might be a shuttle craft of the smaller variety, or even an
escape podule. He tried to urge the beast down the smoking slope, but it balked, and no
amount of persuasion could force its scaly carcase into the crater. Lod gave up after a
frustrating struggle, dismounted resignedly, tethered the beast, and picked his way across the
rock down to the metal object.
The rock beneath his feet was hot. He didn’t entirely blame his mount for its refusal to trot
down here, but for him the short, painful journey represented hope. Freedom. Escape. A
return to the stars. But he would have to examine the space visitor.
He sighed disappointedly when he reached it. The fallen object was an escape podule of
antiquated design. He had seen such capsules in museums back on Proteus. He was no expert,
but it could have dated back to the half legendary imperial age, when the entire galaxy had
been united by the imperial dynasty, when trade had prospered and peace had existed
throughout a billion worlds. Before the barbarian hordes came from the rim worlds, bringing
destruction and anarchy in their wake.
Gingerly touching the hatch of the podule, he winced. It was still scorching hot. He stepped
back and inspected the whole capsule. Big enough to be a coffin for a giant, certainly for a
man three times as big as the diminutive Protean, its metallic hull was burnt black in places.
Where had it come from?
He checked his detector again, which bleeped back a negative. No ship was in orbit around
Sporn, no vessel was detectable except a Batrachian ore freighter on the further edges of the
system. Had the podule been drifting through space for millennia? Had it been no more than
an oddment of space junk for aeons, until at last it had been caught by the gravitational field
of this distant star, to fall out of the sky on Sporn, of all planets? Housemaster Feng had
always said that in an infinite universe, anything was possible.
To his dismay, Lod Jovis realised that he would not be able to leave the planet in this vessel.
It had no engines, nothing except for a hibernation chamber within that would cease
functioning automatically on the opening of the podule. It was designed to be fired like a
projectile from a ship in distress, aimed of course at a safe location, although there was
always a chance of drift if the trajectories were poorly calculated—always a risk in times of
disaster. Still, it might be possible to salvage it, for scrap at least. But perhaps it contained a
valuable cargo.
Tentatively he touched the metal again. It was cooling. Impatiently, he produced a jemmy
from his tool belt and thrust it into the crack of the hatch. With some work, he was able to
slide it in deeply enough to force the hatch open.
With a hiss of long recycled air, the hatch sprang open. Lod peered inside, grimacing at the
alien and somehow antiquated look of its interior. His eyes widened.
Sprawled supinely in a cradle of webbing, one massive paw stretched towards a small control
console, grim, star tanned face set, eyes closed in unconsciousness or death, was a huge man.
His bulk took up most of the podule. Clad in green lacquered armour that also resembled
something from a museum, he was swarthy of skin, with long black hair. His bare arms and
legs were swollen with muscles, his bearded face was brutal and heavy. At his side lay a long,

two-handed sword of blued steel, and encircling his brows was a black leather band
containing a colourless crystal—a stone of little value, to Lod’s expert eyes.
He resembled a barbarian from ancient history: in fact, he was more like one of the Sporn’s
simian draught animals than any sentient being, and yet his surroundings suggested that he
was familiar with technology. However, he wore no subcutaneous chip authorising his
presence on this planet. Neither did Lod, for that matter.
It wouldn’t stop the Protean, however. When he saw an opportunity, he was not one to let it
slip from his hands.
He looked around him. Nothing and no one was within sight except the tethered zymoron at
the lip of the crater. Grinning, Lod produced a slave collar from his pack, leaned down and
clipped it round the barbarian’s bull neck.
Next he produced a medikit. Lod Jovis always travelled prepared. Producing a hypodermic,
he checked the dose, then placed it to the sleeping man’s neck. Then pressed the plunger.
With a muffled roar, the barbarian rose into wakefulness. Two ice blue eyes snapped open
and glared bewilderedly about.
‘The empire… Throneworld… the Gates…’ he mumbled, then gave a bull like bellow.
‘Revenge!’ He clenched his fists and struggled to rise.
Lod Jovis pressed a button on the control device. A burst of energy flashed through the
barbarian’s muscular frame. ‘You’re going nowhere, space debris!’ Lod told him. ‘You are
officially designated an unauthorised alien. In the name of Housemaster Feng Jovis of the
Protean Mercantile Council, with powers invested in me by the Federator itself, I am formally
announcing your enslavement.’
The barbarian’s brow furrowed. He seized the hilt of his sword as if to swing it at his captor
but again Lod pressed a button and energy sizzled through that hulking body. The barbarian
halted, panting, glowering up at his captor. Suddenly he noticed his slave collar, and angrily
tried to wrest it from his neck. This time the energy surge came without Lod’s urging.
‘An automatic function,’ the Protean explained, peering up at the man, who was almost three
times his height. ‘Any attempt to remove the collar and you will experience extreme pain.
The law is on my side. You have relinquished rights by visiting this planet without authority.
It would be most prudent to accept your new status.’
‘As a slave of sorcery?’ the barbarian roared. ‘Never!’ He tried to draw his sword again.
Lod indicated the control device. ‘A glutton for punishment?’
The slave lowered his brawny arms, bowed his head, and stared down at the podule deck in
apparent capitulation. ‘I will submit to your arcane powers, O wizard,’ he rumbled.
‘Very wise,’ said the Protean. ‘Now get up out of there. I’d have you bring this heap of junk
along to sell as scrap, but carrying it might slow you down, and besides, as my people always

say, one mustn’t be greedy.’ He’d get more for selling a live slave than any amount of scrap,
after all.
As Lod Jovis led his newly acquired slave up the slope of the crater, the barbarian grunted,
‘Where are we going, wizard?’
‘I’m taking you to Sporn City,’ said Lod Jovis. ‘There you will be sold to the highest bidder.
I hope to get at least seventy five credits for your swarthy carcase. The Sporn need lummoxes
like you to transport their produce.’
The barbarian had little to say to that. Nor did he speak at the top of the crater when Lod
remounted his zymoron and rode off, his slave trudging after him. He maintained a sullen
silence for much of the rest of the journey.
Sporn City lay many miles away. Calculating the journey time across the hills by a standard
Protean diurnal cycle, it took two and a third days. Sporn, however, being tidally locked in
orbit around its parent star, existed in eternal day, except beyond the terminator, where night
never ended: its natives were governed by the mysterious influence of three moons, all
invisible from the fertile strip of the planet, and the Sporn were known to take root in the soil
at peculiar conjunctions of these satellites.
Having found himself unable to adapt to these local conventions, Lod Jovis halted for rest at
what he calculated to be evening, and continued in the “morning”. His slave, however,
seemed only to be exasperated by these halts.
‘Why do we stop once again?’ he demanded as they halted for the next rest. He had shown no
sign of sleeping while Lod Jovis had made camp previously, and the Protean had been forced
to set the controls at maximum to deter him from attacking him while he slept.
‘It is sleep time,’ Lod Jovis said. ‘At least it is for us Proteans. My people say that regular
sleep is good for the health. You should try it, you lummox.’
‘If I am to be sold,’ muttered the barbarian impatiently, ‘let it be over and done with. I will
not sleep ere the sun has set.’
Shaking his head and marvelling at his slave’s ignorance, Lod Jovis went smugly to sleep.
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BURN, WITCH, BURN by A Merritt
II. — The Questionnaire
I OFFERED to go home with Ricori, and somewhat to my surprise he accepted with alacrity.
The man was pitiably shaken. We rode silently, the tight-lipped gunmen alert. Peters’ face
kept floating before me.
I gave Ricori a strong sedative, and left him sleeping, his men on guard. I had told him that I
meant to make a complete autopsy.
Returning to the hospital in his car, I found the body of Peters had been taken to the
mortuary. Rigor mortis, Braile told me, had been complete in less than an hour—an
astonishingly short time. I made the necessary arrangements for the autopsy, and took Braile
home with me to snatch a few hours’ sleep. It is difficult to convey by words the peculiarly
unpleasant impression the whole occurrence had made upon me. I can only say that I was as
grateful for Braile’s company as he seemed to be for mine.
When I awoke, the nightmarish oppression still lingered, though not so strongly. It was about
two when we began the autopsy. I lifted the sheet from Peters’ body with noticeable
hesitation. I stared at his face with amazement. All diabolism had been wiped away. It was
serene, unlined—the face of a man who had died peacefully, with no agony either of body or
mind. I lifted his hand, it was limp, the whole body flaccid, the rigor gone.
It was then, I think, that I first felt full conviction I was dealing with an entirely new, or at
least unknown, agency of death, whether microbic or otherwise. As a rule, rigor does not set
in for sixteen to twenty-four hours, depending upon the condition of the patient before death,
temperature and a dozen other things. Normally, it does not disappear for forty-eight to
seventy-two hours. Usually a rapid setting-in of the stiffening means as rapid a
disappearance, and vice versa. Diabetics stiffen quicker than others. A sudden brain injury,
like shooting, is even swifter. In this case, the rigor had begun instantaneously with death,
and must have completed its cycle in the astonishingly short time of less than five hours—for
the attendant told me that he had examined the body about ten o’clock and he had thought
that stiffening had not yet set in. As a matter of fact, it had come and gone.
The results of the autopsy can be told in two sentences. There was no ascertainable reason
why Peters should not be alive. And he was dead!
Later, when Hoskins made his reports, both of these utterly conflicting statements continued
to be true. There was no reason why Peters should be dead. Yet dead he was. If the enigmatic
lights we had observed had anything to do with his death, they left no traces. His organs were
perfect, all else as it should have been; he was, indeed, an extraordinarily healthy specimen.
Nor had Hoskins been able to capture any more of the light—carrying corpuscles after I had
left him.
That night I framed a short letter describing briefly the symptoms observed in Peters’ case,
not dwelling upon the changes in expression but referring cautiously to “unusual grimaces”
and a “look of intense fear.” Braile and I had this manifold and mailed to every physician in
Greater New York. I personally attended to a quiet inquiry to the same effect among the
hospitals. The letters asked if the physicians had treated any patients with similar symptoms,

and if so to give particulars, names, addresses, occupations and any characteristic interest—
under seal, of course, of professional confidence. I flattered myself that my reputation was
such that none of those who received the questionnaires would think the request actuated
either by idle curiosity or slightest unethical motive.
I received in response seven letters and a personal visit from the writer of one of them. Each
letter, except one, gave me in various degrees of medical conservatism, the information I had
asked. After reading them, there was no question that within six months seven persons of
oddly dissimilar characteristics and stations in life had died as had Peters.
Chronologically, the cases were as follows:
May 25: Ruth Bailey, spinster; fifty years old; moderately wealthy; Social Registerite and
best of reputation; charitable and devoted to children.
June 20: Patrick McIlraine; bricklayer; wife and two children.
August 1: Anita Green; child of eleven; parents in moderate circumstances and well
educated.
August 15: Steve Standish; acrobat; thirty; wife and three children.
August 30: John J. Marshall; banker; sixty interested in child welfare.
September 10: Phineas Dimott; thirty-five; trapeze performer; wife and small child.
October 12: Hortense Darnley; about thirty; no occupation.
Their addresses, except two, were widely scattered throughout the city.
Each of the letters noted the sudden onset of rigor mortis and its rapid passing. Each of them
gave the time of death following the initial seizure as approximately five hours. Five of them
referred to the changing expressions which had so troubled me; in the guarded way they did it
I read the bewilderment of the writers.
“Patient’s eyes remained open,” recorded the physician in charge of the spinster Bailey.
“Staring, but gave no sign of recognition of surroundings and failed to focus upon or present
any evidence of seeing objects held before them. Expression one of intense terror, giving
away toward death to others peculiarly disquieting to observer. The latter intensified after
death ensued. Rigor mortis complete and dissipated within five hours.”
The physician in charge of McIlraine, the bricklayer, had nothing to say about the antemortem phenomena, but wrote at some length about the expression of his patient’s face after
death.
“It had,” he reported, “nothing in common with the muscular contraction of the so-called
‘Hippocratic countenance,’ nor was it in any way the staring eyes and contorted mouth
familiarly known as the death grin. There was no suggestion of agony, after the death—rather
the opposite. I would term the expression one of unusual malice.”
The report of the physician who had attended Standish, the acrobat, was perfunctory, but it
mentioned that “after patient had apparently died, singularly disagreeable sounds emanated
from his throat.” I wondered whether these had been the same demonic vociferations that had
come from Peters, and, if so, I could not wonder at all at my correspondent’s reticence
concerning them.

I knew the physician who had attended the banker—opinionated, pompous, a perfect doctor
of the very rich.
“There can be no mystery as to the cause of death,” he wrote. “It was certainly thrombosis, a
clot somewhere in the brain. I attach no importance whatever to the facial grimaces, nor to
the time element involved in the rigor. You know, my dear Lowell,” he added, patronizingly,
“It is an axiom in forensic medicine that one can prove anything by rigor mortis.”
I would have liked to have replied that when in doubt thrombosis as a diagnosis is equally as
useful in covering the ignorance of practitioners, but it would not have punctured his
complacency.
The Dimott report was a simple record with no comment whatever upon grimaces or sounds.
But the doctor who had attended little Anita had not been so reticent.
“The child,” he wrote, “had been beautiful. She seemed to suffer no pain, but at the onset of
the illness I was shocked by the intensity of terror in her fixed gaze. It was like a waking
nightmare—for unquestionably she was conscious until death. Morphine in almost lethal
dosage produced no change in this symptom, nor did it seem to have any effect upon heart or
respiration. Later the terror disappeared, giving way to other emotions which I hesitate to
describe in this report, but will do so in person if you so desire. The aspect of the child after
death was peculiarly disturbing, but again I would rather speak than write of that.”
There was a hastily scrawled postscript; I could see him hesitating, then giving way at last to
the necessity of unburdening his mind, dashing off that postscript and rushing the letter away
before he could reconsider—
“I have written that the child was conscious until death. What haunts me is the conviction that
she was conscious after physical death! Let me talk to you.”
I nodded with satisfaction. I had not dared to put that observation down in my questionnaire.
And if it has been true of the other cases, as I now believed it must have been, all the doctors
except Standish’s had shared my conservatism—or timidity. I called little Anita’s physician
upon the ‘phone at once. He was strongly perturbed. In every detail his case had paralleled
that of Peters. He kept repeating over and over:
“The child was sweet and good as an angel, and she changed into a devil!”
I promised to keep him apprised of any discoveries I might make, and shortly after our
conversation I was visited by the young physician who had attended Hortense Darnley.
Doctor Y, as I shall call him, had nothing to add to the medical aspect other than what I
already knew, but his talk suggested the first practical line of approach toward the problem.
His office, he said, was in the apartment house which had been Hortense Darnley’s home. He
had been working late, and had been summoned to her apartment about ten o’clock by the
woman’s maid, a coloured girl. He had found the patient lying upon her bed, and had at once
been struck by the expression of terror on her face and the extraordinary limpness of her
body. He described her as blonde, blue-eyed— “the doll type.”

A man was in the apartment. He had at first evaded giving his name, saying that he was
merely a friend. At first glance, Dr. Y had thought the woman had been subjected to some
violence, but examination revealed no bruises or other injuries. The “friend” had told him
they had been eating dinner when “Miss Darnley flopped right down on the floor as though
all her bones had gone soft, and we couldn’t get anything out of her.” The maid confirmed
this. There was a half-eaten dinner on the table, and both man and servant declared Hortense
had been in the best of spirits. There had been no quarrel. Reluctantly, the “friend” had
admitted that the seizure had occurred three hours before, and that they had tried to “bring her
about” themselves, calling upon him only when the alternating expressions which I have
referred to in the case of Peters began to appear.
As the seizure progressed, the maid had become hysterical with fright and fled. The man was
of tougher timber and had remained until the end. He had been much shaken, as had Dr. Y,
by the after-death phenomena. Upon the physician declaring that the case was one for the
coroner, he had lost his reticence, volunteering his name as James Martin, and expressing
himself as eager for a complete autopsy. He was quite frank as to his reasons. The Darnley
woman had been his mistress, and he “had enough trouble without her death pinned to me.”
There had been a thorough autopsy. No trace of disease or poison had been found. Beyond a
slight valvular trouble of the heart, Hortense Darnley had been perfectly healthy. The verdict
had been death by heart disease. But Dr. Y was perfectly convinced the heart had nothing to
do with it.
It was, of course, quite obvious that Hortense Darnley had died from the same cause or
agency as had all the others. But to me the outstanding fact was that her apartment had been
within a stone’s throw of the address Ricori had given me as that of Peters. Furthermore,
Martin was of the same world, if Dr. Y’s impressions were correct. Here was conceivably a
link between two of the cases—missing in the others. I determined to call in Ricori, to lay all
the cards before him, and enlist his aid if possible.
My investigation had consumed about two weeks. During that time I had become well
acquainted with Ricori. For one thing he interested me immensely as a product of present-day
conditions; for another I liked him, despite his reputation. He was remarkably well read, of a
high grade of totally unmoral intelligence, subtle and superstitious—in olden time he would
probably have been a Captain of Condottieri, his wits and sword for hire. I wondered what
were his antecedents. He had paid me several visits since the death of Peters, and quite
plainly my liking was reciprocated. On these visits he was guarded by the tight-lipped man
who had watched by the hospital window. This man’s name, I learned, was McCann. He was
Ricori’s most trusted bodyguard, apparently wholly devoted to his white-haired chief. He was
an interesting character too, and quite approved of me. He was a drawling Southerner who
had been, as he put it, “a cow—nurse down Arizona way, and then got too popular on the
Border.”
“I’m for you, Doc,” he told me. “You’re sure good for the boss. Sort of take his mind off
business. An’ when I come here I can keep my hands outa my pockets. Any time anybody’s
cutting in on your cattle, let me know. I’ll ask for a day off.”
Then he remarked casually that he “could ring a quarter with six holes at a hundred foot
range.”

I did not know whether this was meant humorously or seriously. At any rate, Ricori never
went anywhere without him; and it showed me how much he had thought of Peters that he
had left McCann to guard him.
I got in touch with Ricori and asked him to take dinner with Braile and me that night at my
house. At seven he arrived, telling his chauffeur to return at ten. We sat at the table with
McCann, as usual, on watch in my hall, thrilling, I knew, my two night nurses—I have a
small private hospital adjunct—by playing the part of a gunman as conceived by the motion
pictures.
Dinner over, I dismissed the butler and came to the point. I told Ricori of my questionnaire,
remarking that by it I had unearthed seven cases similar to that of Peters.
“You can dismiss from your mind any idea that Peters’ death was due to his connection with
you, including the tiny globes of radiance in the blood of Peters.”
At that his face grew white. He crossed himself.
“La strega!” he muttered. “The Witch! The Witch-fire!”
“Nonsense, man!” I said. “Forget your damned superstitions. I want help.”
“You are scientifically ignorant! There are some things, Dr. Lowell—” he began, hotly; then
controlled himself.
“What is it you want me to do?”
“First,” I said, “let’s go over these eight cases, analyse them. Braile, have you come to any
conclusions?”
“Yes,” Braile answered. “I think all eight were murdered!”
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POLARIS OF THE SNOWS by Charles B Stilson
7: What Manner of Men?
BURIED many feet in the snow, with the struggling mass of dogs above and around them,
Polaris and Rose Emer heard the muffled shock of the mighty crag and felt the rock beneath
them vibrate. Masses of ice hurtled through the air and fell in the snow all about them, but
they were unscathed.
When they floundered with much effort to the surface of the snow the crystal cliff that had
been their home was gone. The waves were tossing and eddying where it had plunged over.
Where it had ground the side of the point snow and ice had been torn away, leaving exposed
the naked grey rocks. Around the head of the promontory drifted a long, low mass of yellow
ice, waterworn and unlovely, that had been the bottom of the berg.
About them the snow was crusted, and the crust was punctured with many pits where
fragments of the ice from the berg had fallen, and with other pits where the seven dogs of the
pack had pitched headlong. One by one the grey runners crawled to the surface and emerged
like rats from their holes to sprawl upon the snow crust, looking exceedingly foolish, as is the
manner of dignified dogs when they are spilled promiscuously into such a predicament.
A little way from where the man and woman stood the sledge was upended in the drift. If
walked over quickly the crust of the snow was firm enough to offer footing.
Polaris soon righted the sledge, which had suffered no harm in its fall, and inspanned the
team. They set off for the shore over a succession of dips and rises along the back of the
promontory.
Where it was joined to the shore, however, they found an obstacle. The land bristled with a
bulwark of rocks, snow, and ice of a height to make it impossible for the man to guide the
sledge over it.
Rose Emer had come to look to Polaris in the face of each new difficulty, finding in him an
infinite resource and genius for surmounting them. She turned to him now, and found that he
had solved the puzzle.
“We can scramble over this,” he said; “you and I and the dogs, and we will find a spot
suitable for landing the sledge along the shore. Then I will return and manage with the sledge
across the drift ice. It is wedged in the cove yonder so firmly, that if will be no great task.”
The girl glanced down into the cove, where the glittering scum of fragments rose and fell
with the swell of the waves, and her eyes widened; but she offered no objection. She had yet
to see this man fail in what he attempted.
Using his spear for an alpenstock, Polaris took her by the arm, and they made the ascent of
the rocks. Sometimes he lifted her as lightly as though she were a babe and set her ahead of
him, while he climbed to a farther projection of the crags. Sometimes he carried her bodily in
one arm and climbed on easily with the double weight. So they reached the far side of the
obstruction, and after them scrambled and leaped the pack.

To the east a plain stretched away toward the hills and the mountain wall—a plain rifted
deeply with many gulleys and chasms, but passable. They found with little difficulty a break
in the rocky rampart that fringed the bank of the cove where the sledge might be landed, and
there Polaris left the girl and the dogs. He leaped onto the drift ice with a wave of his hand
and set out across the cove for the point, marking as he went the safest and easiest course for
his return with the sledge.
Rose Emer watched him cross and ascend the sloping side of the point. A moment later he
reappeared, dragging the sledge, arid launched it on the return trip. He disdained to lighten
the load of it, in which manner he might have made his transport much more easily in two
journeys.
Leaping from one large cake of ice to another, he hauled and pushed and dragged the entire
load. Where dangerous intervals of small ice lay between the larger pieces, he crossed over,
and with a heave of his magnificent shoulders pulled the sledge quickly across. What ten men
might well have hesitated to attempt he accomplished with seeming ease.
He was more than half-way across the cove when the attention of the girl was distracted from
him by a disturbance of the ice near the cove’s mouth. Where there had been little motion of
the drift ice she saw several of the fragments pitched suddenly from the water, and as they
fell back she thought she glimpsed beneath them in the water the passing of a large, dark
body.
As she wondered the ice was thrown violently aside in half a dozen places, and in the eddying
water she saw the rudderlike fins and lashing tails of a school of some sort of monsters of the
sea. They were headed in the direction of the labouring man. She called a warning to him, but
in the midst of the grinding of the drift and the noise of his own exertions he did not hear it.
With no warning the danger was upon him.
He had dragged the sledge to the centre of one of the larger cakes of ice, and paused to select
his next objective. There was a rush in the water under the ice, the drift was parted suddenly,
and a monstrous head with open mouth and a terrifying array of gleaming tusks rose dripping
from the gap. Over the edge of the man’s floating footing this dread apparition was projected,
a full eight feet of head and giant body thrust out of the sea in an attempt to wriggle onto the
ice cake. The big flake of ice, perhaps fifteen feet across, titled from the water under the
weight of the monster, and it seemed that the man and sledge would be pitched straight into
the yawning maw. Then, with a clash of disappointed jaws, the head was withdrawn, the
monster sank from sight, and the ice raft righted.
Rose Emer sank on her knees in the snow. Around her crouched the dogs, yelping, baying in
fury at the sight of the diving danger.
“Ah, Heaven help him!” she gasped. “The killer-whales!”

SUCH were the monsters which beset Polaris. All around the piece of ice on which he floated
with the sledge the smaller drift was thrashed by their plunging bodies. Again and again they
thrust their frightful snouts above the surface and strove to hurl themselves onto the ice cake.
Some of them were more than twenty feet in length.

When the first hideous head appeared from the deep and nearly overturned his float Polaris
stood as if frozen, staring at it in amazement. Such a thing he had never seen. He crouched on
the ice and tightened his grip on his long spear. When he saw the number of his enemies he
realized the futility of an attempt at battle with such weapons as he bore.
Immediately he became alert to outwit them. With his agility he might have essayed to cross
the ice and elude them safely were he unhampered by the unwieldy sledge, but not for an
instant did he consider abandoning it.
In a glance he picked out the next resting-spot, some feet distant across the drift. He pushed
the sledge almost to the edge at one side of the cake, and sprang to the other side, halting on
the brink and bracing himself, with his spear-blade dug deeply into the ice.
There was a rushing and thrashing of huge bodies as the killers piled over one another in their
eagerness to reach their prey. Several frightful heads were thrust from the water, their
dripping jaws snapping within a few feet of the intrepid man. Quick as light he dashed across
the ice cake, snatched up the ends of the long harness, and crossed the drift to the next large
fragment. Watching his chances, he yanked the sledge across to him.
A dozen times he repeated his tactics successfully and worked in near to shore. If he could
accomplish his ruse once more he would win through; he would be above water so shallow
that even the bold killers would not dare to follow him for fear of being stranded there. But
nearer to the landing the drift had been ground finer, and there was not between him and the
shore another large piece. There he made a stand and considered.
He heard the voice of the girl calling to him.
“Shoot!” she cried. “Shoot and wound one of them! If you maim it badly the others will turn
and attack it. Then you can get away!”
Polaris tossed his arm in sign that he had heard, and drew from their holsters his brace of
heavy revolvers. He had but an instant to wait. One of the savage killers reared his immense
and ugly snout from the waters less than a rod away. Polaris fired both guns straight into the
gaping jaws.
That was nearly his undoing, for so mighty a plunge did the scathed and frightened monster
give that it shot nearly the whole of its ponderous body across the edge of the ice where the
man stood and cracked the cake clean in two. Then it sank into the water, convulsively
opening and closing its jaws, as if it would eject the stinging pellets which it had received.
The water was dyed red around it.
In a trice the band of killers, which had divided at the report of the shots, surrounded their
wounded comrade, and the carnage began. All thought of the man on the ice was abandoned
for the moment as they rent in fragments and devoured one of their own kind. Above their
horrid feasting the waves foamed crimson.

WHEN he saw how things were faring below him the man lost not a moment in crossing the
remaining drift, dragging the sledge to the shore.

He turned and saw the baffled killers flock sullenly off to sea, whipping the drift
contemptuously from their wake with lashing tails.
“Rose Emer, I thank you,” he said simply. “‘I was hard put to it to know how to save the
sledge, and you told me the right thing to do.”
She smiled admiringly. A savage apparition to be feared; an instrument of deliverance sent by
Providence; a friend and comrade to be admired and trusted—all of these things in turn had
Polaris been to her. She found him a man wonderful in all his ways—a child of the vast
chaos, yet gentle, fierce and fearless in the face of peril, but possessed of a natural courtesy as
unfailing as it was untaught—savage, saviour, friend. Was he not becoming more than a
friend—or was it all a glamour of the snows and seas and dangers which would fade and
thrill no more when she returned to the things of every day?
Eager to be on the march after the days of enforced inactivity, they set off at once for the base
of the mountain wall to the north, hoping that somewhere in its curving length they might
find a pass or a notch in its face through which they might win the path to the far-away ship.
Under the cracking lash of the Southlander the dogs ran fast and true; but ever the mighty
wall of the mountains stretched on, unbroken by notch or crevice, its side gleaming with the
smooth ice of many thawing torrents that had frozen and frozen again until it was like a
giant’s slide.
If a man had many weeks to spare to the task he might cross it, cutting his steps laboriously
one by one. For them, with their dogs and sledge, it was impassable.
The curve of the range pushed them relentlessly farther to the south as they went on to the
south where far away across the plains lay other hills, above which cloud masses curled and
drifted always.
On their third day’s journey inland they found that which altered all the course of their
wanderings, and led them on to great new things. They crossed the trail of the unknown.
Swiftly the seven grey coursers of the snows were speeding, noses down and plumed tails
awave in the breeze of their going. The girl sat on the sledge, and beside it the man raced,
light of foot as the dogs, and never tiring.
Then, in the midst of his stride, Marcus, the leader, set his four feet hard on the snow crust
and slid on his hams, the six others, piling up at his back in confusion with sharp yelps of
consternation. Over the tangle of the pack whined and cracked the long whip of Polaris, and
cracked and whined vainly. Marcus would not budge. He lifted his grey muzzle in a weird
howl of protest and bewilderment, and the hair along his spine bristled.
Behind him Octavius, Julius, Nero, and Hector took up the cry of astonishment, and the
mellower notes of Pallas and Juno chimed in.
Polaris straightened out, like the good driver that he was, the sad kinks in the harness and ran
forward; but he had gone but a few paces when he, too, stopped in the snow, and stood
staring ahead and down.

They were at the brink of a trail!
There it lay, stretching from somewhere near the base of the mountains, away across the great
plains—a broad, recently travelled path, with footprints plain upon the snow—the footprints
of men!
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